
“Service members and their spouses must use
an experienced military attorney to ensure
they reach the ultimate goal . . . a stable and
productive new life.”

A divorce is hard enough emotionally, financially and logistically for civilians. Divorce for military service members and spouses involves extra

levels of complexity. Where civilian couples abide by state and federal laws, service members and their spouses must comply with military

jurisdiction as well. Further, responding to or filing a divorce petition from a distance while separated from the support of extended families

and the connection with children multiplies the stressors involved.

Service members and their spouses must use an experienced military attorney to ensure they reach the ultimate goal . . . a stable and productive

new life. As former Captain in the Marines and San Diego military divorce lawyer I know from handling hundreds of military divorces, child

custody and support cases how important it is to nail down all the subtleties of:

Military pay

Military pensions

Military benefits

Calculating child support for service members

Handling child custody when Move Away Orders are issued

Serving divorce papers to a service member

Military punishment for non-payment of child support

Deployment orders

Spousal Support

As a Captain in the U.S. Marine Corps, firm found Jim Green not only handled family law matters as an attorney, he also witnessed the

aftermath of court actions in military divorces. As friends and colleagues suffered through these proceedings in real time, he learned very well

how certain actions help create positive new futures, while others destroy relationships and financial security for the long-term. Winning a case

for for the J. Green Law Group is about ensuring that lives proceed at an optimal level after the last document has been filed and the divorce

finalized. Many other San Diego military divorce attorneys simply are happy to complicate matters and charge you for it. We make sure you

understand which choices will benefit you most long-term.

The J. Green Law Group sets itself apart from other San Diego military divorce lawyers by guaranteeing to remain in close, constant contact with

clients. With not only federal and state courts but military jurisdiction watching over your legal moves, knowing the progress in your case is

critical to your sense of well-being. Your ability to work and parent effectively hinges on knowing about your future security. Attorney Jim Green,

associate attorneys and staff keeps you apprised of motions as they are filed and decisions as judges issue them. This approach helps the case

itself proceed more smoothly.

Free Case Evaluation and Phone Consultation for Your Military
Divorce
In 15 years as a military attorney, Jim Green has covered all family law matters including spousal support, paternity and domestic violence

cases. Jim and his associates use these potential tangential issues to strengthen your case. When you fill out the case evaluation form on this

page, we will call you to schedule a phone appointment to discuss it. You can also call directly at 858-752-4538 to schedule. While your military

divorce or other family law action is hard now, with help, you’ll soon be structuring a whole new life.
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